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Advanced Level Diversity: Revised F09

Definition of Diversity: For the purposes of this survey, diversity will be defined as a concept that
includes gender, sexual-orientation, religious, ethnic, race, language, disabilities, and cultural
differences.

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should have an awareness
of differences within the
entire school community
including ethnic
differences.

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should have an awareness
of differences within the
entire school community
including cultural
differences.

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should have an awareness
of differences within the
entire school community
including sexual
orientation differences.

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should support techniques
to enhance successful
experiences for
students/clients of diverse
socio-cultural groups.

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should work towards
disposing myths and
expose the attitudes
which perpetuate racism,
sexism, and other forms
of discrimination in the
American Society.

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly
agree
The effective professional
should assist in
developing a shared
multicultural environment
that focuses on the social

 



aspects of students/clients
within the region in which
they live.

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often do you include
parents in sharing their
cultural heritage as an
integral part of the global
school culture?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you been
involved in partnerships in
the community that
strengthen and enrich
school programs for
diverse school
populations?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
completed any projects or
activities that included
aspects of multicultural
education?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
received instruction on
how to plan and
implement multicultural
experiences?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
examined any school
materials, including
textbooks, for bias?

 
 

Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
attended professional
development training that
increased your awareness
of multicultural education?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you used
electronic presentations
(e.g., PowerPoint, Hyper
studio, KidPix) to enhance
multicultural experiences?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you used
the Internet to enhance
multicultural experiences?  

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently



How often have you used
CD-ROMs, DVDs, and VHS
tapes to enhance
multicultural experiences?

 
 

Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
Do you feel comfortable
raising questions about
multicultural issues in
groups of peers?

 
 

Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
Do you feel comfortable
raising questions about
multicultural issues in
your school setting?

 
 

Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
Do you feel comfortable
raising questions about
multicultural issues in
university or other formal
educational settings?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
created experiences that
demonstrate your
awareness of learning
styles?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
created experiences that
demonstrate your
awareness of cultural
diversity?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you
created experiences that
demonstrate your
awareness of cognitive
development?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often are you called
upon to apply local, state,
federal laws and policies
that deal with the
educational needs and
differences of diverse
students/clients?

 

 
Indicate the number that best describes your answer when 1=seldom and 5=frequently
How often have you used
materials that
demonstrate that you
promote diversity (e.g.
multicultural literature,
posters)?

 

 



Assessment Plan: Methods

Used to evaluate candidate ability to assess student progress and assessment plans in methods courses.
 

Methods Course Level

Content/Developing Methods Capstone Methods
 

Grade Level

PK-K 1-3 4-6 7-8 9-12
 

Content (Subject Matter)

Reading/Language
Arts/English Math Science Social

Studies
Physical

Education Music Art Foreign
Language

Family
and

Consumer
Science

 
Assessment: Develops well constructed assessment instruments/procedures/performances which adhere to the principles of
good test and/or performance assessment construction. It is apparent that the candidate understands alignment and there is
evidence that there has beena genuine attempt to align these elements of the instructional process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Uses appropriate and effective assessment technique(s): The pre- and post- assessment methods and
instruments were appropriate for measuring the knowledge and skills described in the objective(s). The plan for assessment
relates to the content or body of instruction.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Utilizes a variety of formal and informal assessment techniques to monitor student learning

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high



(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

competently
(Meets

Expectations:
Requires

occasional
minimum
support)

degree of
competence

and confidence
(Exceeds

Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Consistently monitors ongoing performance of students

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her insrtuction: the teacher candidate reports in the
reflective summary that a majority (more than 50%) of the students met all objectives and is consistent with the information
on the

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Assessment: Interprets and utilizes standardized/non-standardized test results: For each student who demonstrated little or
no gain from pre- to post- assessment, there is a plausible explanation of circumstances that may have impeded student
learning. The teacher candidate describes strategies he/she has used or has planned to use to help low achieving students
accomplish the objective(s) of the unit and/or lesson plan.
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Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

(Exceeds
Expectations:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance;

exemplary)
 

Comments

   
 



Assessment Plan: Student Teaching/Internship

To assess assessment plans of student teachers and interns
 

Content (Subject Matter)

Reading/Language
Arts/English Math Science Social

Studies
Physical

EducationMusic Art Foreign
Language

Family
and

Consumer
Science

Business
Education

 
Assessment: Develops well constructed assessment instruments/procedures/performances which adhere to the principles of good test
and/or performance assessment construction. It is apparent that the teacher candidate understands alignment and there is evidence
that there has been a genuine attempt to align these elements of the instructional process.

Has not developed
or used this skill
(Does not meet

minimal
expectations for

indicator/standard)

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently with a high
degree of competence

and confidence (Exceeds
Expectations/Exemplary:

Requires little to no
support and guidance)

 
Uses appropriate and effective assessment technique(s): The pre- and post- assessment methods and instruments were appropriate
for measuring the knowledge and skills described in the objective(s). The plan for assessment relates to the content or body of
instruction.

Has not developed
or used this skill.
(Does not meet

minimal
expectations for

indicator/standard)

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill.
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance).

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently.

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently with a high
degree of competence

and confidence.
(Exceeds

Expectations/Exemplary:
Requires little to no

support and guidance)

 
Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction: The teacher candidate reports in the reflective summary that
a majority (more than 50%) of the students met all objectives and is consistent with the information on the “analyzing the results”
chart. At least 80% of students not meeting all objectives made substantial gains from pre- to post-assessment.

Has not developed
or used this skill.
(Does not meet

minimal
expectations for

indicator/standard)

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill.
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently.

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently with a high
degree of competence

and confidence.
(Exceeds

Expectations/Exemplary:
Requires little to no

support and guidance)

 
Interprets and utilizes standardized/non-standardized test results: For each student who demonstrated little or no gain from pre- to
post- assessment, there is a plausible explanation of circumstances that may have impeded student learning. The teacher candidate
describes strategies he/she has used or has planned to use to help low achieving students accomplish the objective(s) of the work
sample.
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Has not developed
or used this skill.
(Does not meet

minimal
expectations for

indicator/standard)

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill.
(Approaching
Expectations:
Limited use of
this skill; often

requires
support and
guidance.)

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently.

(Meets
Expectations:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support)

Uses this skill
consistently with a high
degree of competence

and confidence.
(Exceeds

Expectations/Exemplary:
Requires little to no

support and guidance)

 
Comments

   
 



COMPASS/LCET Summative Eval of Teaching (12-13)

Evaluation of teaching in Methods classes.
 

Methods Course Level

Content/Developing Methods Capstone Methods
 

Content (Subject Matter)

Reading/Language
Arts/English Math Science Social

Studies
Physical

Education Music Art Foreign
Lang.

Family
and

Consumer
Science

 
Planning: Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives that indicate what students will learn (1c)

PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1. Planning
& Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance

 
Planning: Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives to include higher order thinking, questions & discussion
(3b)

PLANNING: The student
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1. Planning
& Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill
requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

 
Planning: Identifies and plans for individual differences

PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1. Planning
& Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

 
Planning: Identifies materials, other than standard materials, as needed for lesson
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PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1. Planning
& Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Planning: States method(s) of formal and informal evaluation to measure learner outcomes throughout the lesson (3d)

PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D. 1. Planning
& Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Planning: Develops short term and long term instructional plans based on state standards, benchmarks and/or CCSS/GLE's

PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D. 1.
Planning & Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Planning: Plans for the use of technology

PLANNING: The teacher
plans effectively for
instruction. D. 1.
Planning & Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Management: Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency



productive learning
opportunities.

minimum
support

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

 
Management: Promotes a positive learning climate

MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Management: Manages routines and transitions in an efficient manner-students know and execute change seamlessly (2c)

MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Management: Manages and/or adjusts time for all class activities, including individual and group learning (2c)

MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Management: Establishes expectations for learner behavior and responsibility

MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Management: Uses monitoring techniques to facilitate learning



MANAGEMENT: The
teacher maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Initiates lesson effectively

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Uses technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s), including high quality questioning (3b)

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Uses a variety of teaching materials to achieve lesson objective(s)

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Sequences lesson to promote learning and student engagement (3c)

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instructio

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency



minimum
support

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

 
Instruction: Adjusts lesson when appropriate

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Integrates technology into instruction

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Presents accurate subject matter

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Relates examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
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INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Integrates content across the curriculum

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Accommodates individual differences

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Differentiates instruction to meet the needs of all students

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for student
involvement in the
learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
requires little
to no support
and guidance

 
Instruction: Demonstrates ability to communicate effectively with students

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency
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minimum
support

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

 
Instruction: Exhibits enthusiasm toward the subject content

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate developmental levels (3c)

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Uses effective questioning techniques

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Utilizes appropriate motivational techniques

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Encourages student participation through higher order questioning and engaging discussion (3b)
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INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Utilizes an effective lesson closure and/or reflection of learning (3c)

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Instruction: Uses wait time

INSTRUCTION: The
teacher delivers
instruction effectively,
presents appropriate
content, and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate
this skill:
Requires

support and
guidance

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently:

Requires
occasional
minimum
support

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence:
Requires little
to no support
and guidance.

Uses this
skill

proficiently
with

consistency

 
Comments

   
 



Cultural Plunge

 
PART 1: Explain where you visited and why and five stereotypes about the focal group

Little or no Evidence
(0-8)

Moderately Evident
(9-12) Evident (13-15)

 
PART 2: Describe emotional response to the experience and whether the plunge reinforced or
challenged the popular stereotypes

Little of No
Evidence (0-8)

Moderately Evident
(9-12) Evident (13-15)

 
PART 3: Personal and professional implications regarding your experience

Little of No
Evidence (0-8)

Moderately Evident
(9-12) Evident (13-15)

 
Command of grammar/usage/mechanics

Little or no Evidence
(0-8)

Moderately Evident
(9-12) Evident (13-15)

 



Dispositions (F11)

Dispositions are defined as the values, commitments, and professional ethics that influence behavior
toward students, families, colleagues, and community members and affecting student learning,
motivation, and development, as well as a candidate’s own professional growth. Dispositions are
guided by beliefs and attitudes related to values, such as caring, fairness, honesty, responsibility, and
social justice (NCATE, 2001). The dispositions that follow are expected of Southeastern Louisiana
University teacher education candidates in the university classroom, in schools, and in communities.

 
A. Reliability: The candidate demonstrates reliability.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate is
unreliable. He/She
is often tardy
and/or misses
classes and field
experiences.
He/She often needs
prompting to
prepare and be on
time for classes
and field
experiences.

The candidate
exhibits some
reliability and is
making an effort to
arrive on time for
classes and field
experiences.
He/She needs
some prompting
from others.

The candidate has
become more
reliable. He/She
usually arrives for
classes and field
experiences
prepared and on
time, without
prompting by
others.

The candidate is
consistently reliable.
He/She always arrives
for classes and field
experiences prepared
and on time, without
prompting by others.

 
B. Professional Image: The candidate values and projects a professional image (appearance and
demeanor) for field/clinical experienc es and school-related functions (e.g., meetings, school open
houses).

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not project a
professional image.
He/She does not
dress appropriately
and according to
standards for field
experiences.

The candidate
sometimes projects
a professional
image, by dressing
appropriately and
according to
standards for field
experiences.

The candidate
usually projects a
professional image
by dressing
appropriately and
according to
standards for field
experiences.

The candidate
consistently projects a
professional image by
dressing appropriately
and according to
standards for field
experiences.

 
C. Speech and Non-verbal Communication: The candidate values correct and effective speech and
non-verbal communication with students, clients, and adults with whom he or she interacts (e.g.,
mentors, supervisors, university instructors, colleagues, administrators, and parents).

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate often
speaks incorrectly
and is not taking
steps to improve
his/her speech and
non-verbal
communication.

The candidate is
taking steps to use
correct speech and
effective
non-verbal
communication.

The candidate
usually speaks
correctly and uses
effective
non-verbal
communication.
He/She is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
consistently speaks
correctly and uses
effective non-verbal
communication.

 
D. Written Communication: The candidate values correct, appropriate, and effective written
communication with students or clients and adults with whom he or she interacts (e.g., mentors,
supervisors, university instructors, colleagues, administrators, and parents).



Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not write
effectively, and
he/she is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate does
not write
effectively, but
he/she is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
usually
communicates
effectively in
writing. He/She is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
consistently
communicates
effectively in writing.

 
E. Good Character: The candidate exhibits good character as a representative of the university in
school and community settings.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not exhibit good
character as a
representative of
the university in
schools and /or
communities, and
he/she is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate does
not exhibit good
character as a
representative of
the university in
schools and/or
communities, but
she/he is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
usually exhibits
good character as a
representative of
the university in
schools and/or
communities.
He/She is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
consistently exhibits
good character as a
representative of the
university in schools
and/or communities.

 
F. Interpersonal Skills for Teaching: The candidate values developing and using interpersonal skills
necessary to do the daily work required in their field of study.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not demonstrate
effective
interpersonal skills
in daily work, and
he/she is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate does
not demonstrate
effective
interpersonal skills
in her/his daily
work, but he/she is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
usually
demonstrates
effective
interpersonal skills
in his/her daily
work. He/She is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
consistently
demonstrates effective
interpersonal skills in
her/his daily work.

 
G. Reflective Practitioner: The candidate is a reflective practitioner (intrapersonal dispositions) who
continuously evaluates the effects of her or his choices and actions on others (e.g., students or
clients, parents, and other professionals in the learning community) and who actively seeks
opportunities to grow professionally.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not act as a
reflective
practitioner, and
he/she is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate does
not act as a
reflective
practitioner, but
he/she is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
usually acts as a
reflective
practitioner and is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
exemplifies the
reflective practitioner.
He/She continuously
works to grow
professionally.

 
H. Resilience and Flexibility: The candidate acts with resilience and flexibility to meet the challenges
of teaching or working with clients.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations



The candidate is
not resilient and
flexible to meet the
challenges of
teaching/ other
career-oriented
activities. He/She
is not taking steps
to improve.

The candidate is
seldom resilient
and flexible to
meet the
challenges of
teaching/career-
oriented activities,
but he/she is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate is
usually resilient
and flexible to
meet the
challenges of
teaching/other
career-oriented
activities. She/He
is taking steps to
improve.

The candidate is
consistently resilient
and flexible to meet
the challenges of
teaching/other career-
oriented activities.

 
I. Positive Role Model (Classroom or Community Setting Climate, Demeanor, Ethical, Fair): The
candidate values serving as a positive role model (interpersonal dispositions) for students and
clients.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate is
not a positive role
model for
students/clients,
and she/he is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate is
seldom a positive
role model for
his/her
students/clients,
but he/she is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate is
usually a positive
role model for
her/his
students/clients.

The candidate is
consistently a positive
role model for her/his
students/clients.

 
J. Commitment to Diversity and Differentiated Practices in Schools and communities: The candidate
considers the multiple experiences and perspectives reflected in schools or clinical settings.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not exhibit the
ability to
differentiate
instruction and
consider multiple
experiences
reflected in school
or clinical settings.
She/He is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate does
not exhibit the
ability to
differentiate
instruction and
consider multiple
experiences
reflected in school
or clinical settings.
He/She is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
exhibits the ability
to differentiate
instruction and
considers multiple
experiences
reflected in school
settings. She/He is
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
differentiates
instruction and
considers multiple
experiences reflected
in school or clinical
settings and/or
communities.

 
K. Commitment to Student Development Through Planning, Implementing, and Assessing: The
candidate demonstrates commitment to foster student or client development in planning, teaching,
and assessing growth.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not demonstrate a
commitment to
student/client
development
through planning,
implementing, and
assessing learning.
She/He is not
taking steps to
improve.

The candidate
sometimes
demonstrates a
commitment to
student/client
development and
needs to improve
in two of three
areas: planning,
implementing, and
assessing learning.
He/She is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
usually
demonstrates a
commitment to
student/client
development but
needs to improve
in one of three
areas: planning,
implementing, or
assessing learning.
She/He is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
consistently
demonstrates a
commitment to
student/client
development through
planning,
implementing, and
assessing growth.
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L. Commitment and Professional Development: The candidate is committed to professional
development.

Unacceptable Approaching
Expectations

Meets
Expectations

Superior/Exceeds
Expectations

The candidate does
not demonstrate
commitment to
professional
development, and
she/is is not taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
sometimes
demonstrates
commitment to
professional
development, but
he/she is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
usually
demonstrates
commitment to
professional
development.
She/He is taking
steps to improve.

The candidate
consistently
demonstrates
commitment to
professional
development.

 



Diversity Reflection

Candidates are to reflect on field experiences in relation to diverse populations.
 

Reflection adresses observed cultures

Describe the different
cultures you observed as
you did your direct
teaching.

Unacceptable:
Does not
identify
cultures
observed

Approaching
Expectations:
An attempt

was made to
simply identify

different
cultures

Meets
Expectations:

Reflection
identified and

described
evidence of

cultures
observed

Exceeds
Expectations:

Reflection
identified and

explained
evidence of

cultures
observed and

makes
generalizations
about teaching
and learning

 
Multicultural Activities

Describe activities
observed that were
multicultural in nature.
Describe activities that
you could include in future
classes that would
embrace the multicultural
nature of our country.

Unacceptable:Does
not identify

multicultural
activities

Approaching
Expectations:
An attempt

was made to
simply list
activities
observed.

Meets
Expectations:
Multicultural

activities were
described and
examples of

possible future
activities were

identified.

Exceeds
Expectations:

Activities were
identified and
explained in
relation to

multicultural
relevance.

Generalizations
were made

about future
teaching and

learning.
 

Addresses one or more diverse populations in relation to prejudices or bias

Diverse populations are
identified and a
description or possibility
of evidence of bias or
prejudice is included.
Diverse populations may
include the following:
gender,
ethnic/race,class,age,
religious preference,
sexual orientation, or
disability

Unacceptable:
Does not
identify
diverse

populations
observed

Approachng
Expectations:
An attempt

was made to
simply list

diverse
populations

Meets
Expectations:

Reflection
identified and

described
relevant bias
or prejudice

Exceeds
Expectations:

Reflection
identified and

described
evidence of

bias or
prejusdice.

Generalizations
are made

about teaching
and learning.

 



Final Report on Student Teaching/Internship (12-13)

To be used as a final collaborative evaluation on student teachers and/or interns
 

Indicate the area of Student Teaching/Internship/Practicum
Please type the area
bubbled on your form. If
elementary education,
type grade level area
(PK-3, 1-5, 4-8). If
secondary education, type
the major field area.    

 
1. Planning: Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives that indicate what students will learn (1c)

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1.
Planning & Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence.
 

2. Planning: Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives to include higher order thinking, questions &
discussion (3b)

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction. D.1.
Planning & Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently.

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and

confidence.
 

3. Planning: Identifies and plans for individual differences

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
4. Planning: Identifies materials, other than standard materials, as needed for lesson

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
5. Planning: States method(s) of formal and informal evaluation to measure learner outcomes throughout the
lesson (3d)
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PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction. D. 1.
Planning & Preparation

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
6. Planning: Develops short term and long term instructional plans based on state standards, benchmarks and/or
GLE's

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
7. Planning: Plans for the use of technology

PLANNING: The
student teacher/intern
plans effectively for
instruction.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
1. Management: Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
2. Management: Promotes a positive learning climate
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
3. Management: Manages routines and transitions in an efficient manner-students know and execute change
seamlessly (2c)
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive



to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
4. Management: Manages and/or adjusts time for all class activities, including individual and group learning (2c)
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
5. Management: Establishes expectations for learner behavior and responsibility
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities. D.2.
Classroom Environment

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
6. Management: Uses monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
MANAGEMENT: The
student teacher/intern
maintains an
environment conducive
to learning, maximizes
the amount of time
available for
instruction, and
manages learner
behavior to provide
productive learning
opportunities.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
1. Instruction: Initiates lesson effectively
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
2. Instruction: Uses technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s), including high quality questioning (3b)



INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
3. Instruction: Sequences lesson to promote learning and student engagement (3c)
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
4. Instruction: Uses available teaching material(s) to achieve lesson objective(s)
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
5. Instruction: Adjusts lesson when appropriate
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
6. Instruction: Integrates technology into instruction
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
7. Instruction: Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence
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the learning process.
 

8. Instruction: Presents accurate subject matter
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
9. Instruction: Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
10. Instruction: Integrates content across the curriculum
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
11. Instruction: Accommodates individual differences
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
12. Instruction: Differentiaties instruction to meet the needs of all students

INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content, and
provides opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
13. Instruction: Demonstrates ability to communicate effectively with students
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
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student involvement in
the learning process. and confidence

 
14. Instruction: Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate developmental levels (3c)
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
15. Instruction: Encourages student participation through higher order questioning and engaging discussion (3b)
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
16. Instruction: Exhibits enthusiasm toward the subject content
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
17. Instruction: Uses wait time
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
18. Instruction: Uses effective questioning techniques
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
19. Instruction: Utilizes appropriate motivational techniques
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents



appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
20. Instruction: Utilizes an effective lesson closure and/or reflection of learning (3c)
INSTRUCTION: The
student teacher/intern
delivers instruction
effectively, presents
appropriate content,
and provides
opportunities for
student involvement in
the learning process.
D.3. Instruction

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
1. Assessment: Consistently monitors ongoing performance of students

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
2. Assessment: Uses appropriate and effective assessment techniques with student contributions to unit criteria
(3d)

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth D.3d.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
3. Assessment: Provides specific and timely feedback to students regarding their progress (3d)

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth D.3d.

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
4. Assessment: Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her insrtuction

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
5. Assessment: Develops well constructed assessment instruments/procedures/performances



ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
6. Assessment: Utilizes a variety of formal and informal assessment techniques to monitor student learning

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
7. Assessment: Interprets and utilizes standardized/non-standardized test results

ASSESSMENT: The
student teacher/intern
demonstrates ability to
assess and facilitate
student academic
growth

Has not
developed or
used this skill

Is beginning to
incorporate

this skill

Uses this skill
appropriately

and
competently

Uses this skill
consistently
with a high
degree of

competence
and confidence

 
1. Other: Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation

 
 

2. Other: Establishes cooperative relationships with the supervising teacher, paraprofessionals, parents, students,
and other school personnel

 
 

3. Other: Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning

 
 

4. Other: Has read the School Improvement Plan for the school and discussed it with the supervising/mentor
teacher

 
 

5. Other: Has planned lessons to address the School Improvement Plan

 
6. Other: Exhibits sensitivity to diverse community and cultural norms

 
 

7. Other: Shows awareness of the purpose of professional organizations
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8. Other: Observes and/or participates in team evaluations (IEP's, etc.)

 
 

1. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Attendance

Attendance
Frequently absent Rarely absent Exemplary

attendance
 

2. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Punctuality

Punctuality
Frequently late Generally Punctual Always on time

 
3. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Professional Appearance

Professional Appearance
Occassionally appears

inappropriately/unprofessionally
dressed

Is usually dressed
appropriately

Always
dressed/appears in

a professional
manner

 
4. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Oral Expression

Oral Expression

Makes
frequent usage

and/or
grammatical

errors

Inarticulate Articulate Expressive,
animated

 
5. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Written Expression

Written Expression

Written work
contains

misspellings and
/or grammatical

errors

Written work is
often unclear and

disorganized

Written work is
organized and

clearly expresses
ideas

 
6. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Tact/Judgment

Tact/Judgment

Thoughtless:
Highly

insensitive to
others'

feelings and
opinions

Somewhat or
sometimes

insensitive and
undiplomatic

Perceives what
to do or say in

order to
maintain good
relations with

others and
responds

accordingly

Diplomatic:
Highly

sensitive to
others'

feelings and
opinions

 
7. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Reliability/Dependability

Reliability/Dependability



Sometimes
fails to

complete
assigned tasks

and duties

Sometimes
needs to be
reminded to

attend to
assigned

tasks/duties

Responsible:
Attends to
assigned

tasks/duties
on schedule

without
prompting

Self-starter:
Perceives
needs and
attends to

them
immediately

 
8. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Self-Initiative/Independence

Self-Initiative
Independence

Passive: Depends
on others for

direction, ideas and
guidance

Has good ideas,
works effectively

with limited
supervision

Creative and
resourceful;

independently
implements plans

 
9. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Self-Confidence

Self-Confidence
Anxious: Often

appears
self-conscious,

nervous

Arrogant: Has
unfounded

belief in
abilities

Usually
confident -

comfortable in
classroom
situations

Realistically
self-assured;
competently
handles class

demands
 

10. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Collegiality

Collegiality Often works in
isolation

Reluctant to share
ideas and materials

Willingly shares
ideas and materials

 
11. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Interaction with Students

Interaction with Students

Can appear
threatening or
antagonistic

towards
students

Shy: Hesitant
to work with

students

Relates easily
and positively
with students

Outgoing:
Actively seeks
opportunities
to work with

students
 

12. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Response to Students' Needs

Response to Students'
Needs

Does not
attempt to

accommodate
needs of
unique

learners

Makes
negative

comments
about

students'
ability to learn

Usually
accepts

responsibility
for all

students'
learning

Consistently
responds to
the learning
needs of all

students

 
13. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Response to Feedback

Response to Feedback
Defensive:

Unreceptive to
feedback

Receptive - but
does not

implement
suggestions

Receptive -
and adjusts
performance
accordingly

Solicits
suggestions

and feedback
from others

 
14. Professional Attributes and Characteristics Scale: Ability to Reflect and Improve Performance

Ability to Reflect and
Improve Peformance



Reluctant to
analyze

performance

Makes some
effort to

review skills

Actively seeks
ways to assess

abilities

Consistently
deepens

knowledge of
classroom

practice and
student
learning

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior.
a. Commitment:
Demonstrates genuine
concern for students and
is dedicated to the
teaching profession

Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
b. Creativity: seeks
opportunities to develop
imaginative instructional
lessons

Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
c. Flexibility: responds to
unforseen circumstances
in appropriate manner
and modifies actions or
plans when necessary

Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
d. Integrity: maintains
high ethical and
professional standards Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
e. Organization: is
efficient, successfully
manages multiple tasks
simultaneously

Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
f. Perseverance: strives to
complete tasks and
improve teaching skills Seldom Usually Always

 
15. Professional Characteristics: For each characteristic, check the frequency indicator that most accurately
reflects the student teacher's/intern's behavior
g. Positive Disposition:
possesses pleasant
interpersonal skills; is
patient, resilient,
optimistic and
approachable

Seldom Usually Always

 
16. Potential as a Teacher



Recommend review
of career options

and consideration of
profession other

than teaching

Recommend
continuation in

teaching profession

Highly recommend
continuation in

teaching profession:
Strong candidate

 
University Supervisor's Summary Comments

   
 

List the strengths of the student teacher/intern

   
 

List the areas needing improvement

   
 



PEC - Planning for Diversity

Candidates mark the appropriate space that best reflects your position on the statements listed.
1= none 2 = some 3=much

 
Define diversity

   
 

Define culture

   
 

Define racism

   
 

Do you know what multicultural education means?

None Some Much
 

Have you completed any projects or activities that included aspects of multicultural education?

None Some Much
 

Have you seen any school classroom environments with instruction that appeared to be
multicultural?

None Some Much
 

Have you received instruction on how to plan and implement multicultural lessons?

None Some Much
 

In classrooms you have observed, did you hear any mention of the contributions of people from
various racial, cultural, religious, and economic groups?

None Some Much
 

Have you examined any school curriculum materials, including text books, for bias?



None Some Much
 

Have you participated in any discussions that have focused on how to adapt different teaching
strategies to the various learning styles of your students?

None Some Much
 

Have you considered your role as a teacher in school-community relations?

None Some Much
 

Have you examined any test for cultural bias?

None Some Much
 

Have you discussed the relationship between hidden curricula and unintended cultural bias?

None Some Much
 

Have you completed any projects or activities that caused you to explore the relationship between
instructional strategies and student self-esteem?

None Some Much
 

Have you done any work outside formal university education or in-service workshops where you
increased your awareness of multicultural education?

None Some Much
 

Are you comfortable raising questions about multicultural issues (a) in groups of peers, (b) in your
teaching, (c) in university or other formal educational settings?

None Some Much
 



SPED Advanced Candidate Assessment of Professional Dispositions

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:

Meets obligations and
deadlines Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Submits work that reflects
high professional
standard, commensurate
with CEC and NBPTS
expectations

Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Reflects upon and is
responsible for own
actions and decisions Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Displays a positive
attitude and emotional
maturity Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Utilizes sound professional
judgment in decision
making Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:

Demonstrates ethical
behavior and integrity Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Receptive to change and
responsive to professional
feedback within the
context of current practice
and professional NBPTS
standards

Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:

Upholds high standards of
competence Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:
Serves as an advocate for
students with
exceptionalities, both in
the schools and the
community

Disagree Agree

 
Professional and Ethical Standards:

Manages conflict
appropriately Disagree Agree

 
Leadership & Innovative practice
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Exhibits creativity and
intellectual curiosity and is
willing to experiment with
new ideas and techniques

Disagree Agree

 
Leadership & Innovative practice
Incorporates research
based knowledge in
practice Disagree Agree

 
Leadership & Innovative practice
Facilitates the utilization
of technology in a variety
of contexts Disagree Agree

 
Leadership & Innovative practice
Assumes leadership roles
in improving professional
practice Disagree Agree

 
Leadership & Innovative practice

Actively seeks to prevent
and/or solve problems Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Demonstrates belief that
all students can learn to
their potential Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Promotes access,
participation, and
progress of students with
exceptionalities in the
general education
curriculum

Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Displays a commitment to
all students and their
learning Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners

Responsive to ideas and
views of all stakeholders Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Responsive to the
readiness, learning profile,
and interests of all
students

Disagree Agree

 
Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Values multiple aspects of
diversity; respects
children and adults of
various cultures,
ethnicities, religions,
sexual orientations, social
classes, abilities, political
beliefs, etc.

Disagree Agree
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Diversity and High expectations for all learners
Shows respect for
differences by providing
equitable learning
opportunities for all.

Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration
Interacts in a professional
manner with all
stakeholders Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration
Shares information,
resources, and ideas with
others Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration
Works effectively with
professional colleagues,
families, and other adults Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration

Serves as mentor and role
model as appropriate Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration

Uses effective
interpersonal skills Disagree Agree

 
Communication and Collaboration
Maintains confidentiality in
communication and
collaboration with all
stakeholders

Disagree Agree

 
Goal Setting and Life-long learning
Sets goals to improve
practice based on
reflection and
self-evaluation

Disagree Agree

 
Goal Setting and Life-long learning
Models life-long learning
through inquiry-based
practices Disagree Agree

 
Goal Setting and Life-long learning

Takes responsibility for
professional development Disagree Agree

 
Goal Setting and Life-long learning
Maintains active
involvement in
professional organizations Disagree Agree

 
Goal Setting and Life-long learning
Commits to collaborating
with families, community
members, and other
professionals as partners
in the educational process

Disagree Agree
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